Abstract. This paper is a synthesis and extension of three earlier papers on P D 4 -complexes X with fundamental group π such that c.d.π = 2 and π has one end. Our goal is to show that the homotopy types of such complexes are determined by π, the Stiefel-Whitney classes and the equivariant intersection pairing on π 2 (X). We achieve this under further conditions on π.
lead to the second main result, Theorem 36 (in §17), which shows that strongly minimal P D 4 -complexes X such that π = π 1 (X) has c.d.π = 2 and one end may be distinguished by their Stiefel-Whitney classes, provided that Z w ⊗ Z[π] Γ W (Π) is 2-torsion free, where Π = π 2 (X) ∼ = H 2 (π; Z [π] ). This theorem is modeled on the much simpler case when π is a surface group, which is analyzed in §14. Apart from the notion of minimality, the main technical points are the connection between hermitean pairings and Γ W , the fact that a certain homomorphism defined via a "cup product" is an isomorphism (Theorem 33), and the condition on 2-torsion.
In [29] , we showed that the cup-product condition held for surface groups, torus knot groups and solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups. Here we show that it holds for all finitely presentable groups π with one end and c.d.π = 2 (Theorem 36). The 2-torsion condition is still only known for the solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups (Lemma 38). The final section considers the classification up to TOP s-cobordism or homeomorphism of closed 4-manifolds with groups as in Theorem 36. In particular, it is shown that a remarkable 2-knot discovered by Ralph Fox is uniquely determined up to TOP isotopy by its knot group. The theme of Hambleton, Kreck and Teichner [21] is particularly close to that of this paper, although their methods are very different. They use Kreck's modified surgery theory to classify up to s-cobordism closed orientable 4-manifolds with fundamental groups of geometric dimension 2 (subject to some K-and L-theoretic hypotheses), and they show also that every automorphism of the algebraic 2-type is realized by an s-cobordism, in many cases. (They do not require that the group be one-ended, which is a restriction imposed by our arguments. However, when the group is free there is a simpler, more homological approach, which also uses the ideas of §2 below [26] . See also §13 below.) This paper is a synthesis and extension of three earlier papers [27, 28, 29] on P D 4 -complexes X with fundamental group π such that c.d.π = 2 and π has one end. Apart from the benefits of revision, the main novelties are Theorem 33 and the clarification of the role of the refined v 2 -type.
modules and group rings
Let w : π → Z × = {±1} be a homomorphism. (This shall represent the orientation character for a P D n -complex with fundamental group π. We shall at times view it as a class in H 1 (π; F 2 ).) Define an involution on Z[π] byḡ = w(g)g −1 , for all g ∈ π. Let Z and Z w be the augmentation and w-twisted augmentation rings, and ε : Z[π] → Z and ε w : Z[π] → Z w be the augmentation and the w-twisted augmentation, defined by ε(g) = 1 and ε w (g) = w(g), for all g ∈ π, respectively. Let I w = Ker(ε w ).
All modules considered here shall be left modules, unless otherwise noted. However if L is a left Z[π]-module the dual Hom 
, for i ≥ 0 be the conjugate dual left modules. If L is free, stably free or projective then so is E 0 L = L † . We shall consider Z and Z w to be bimodules, with the same left and right π-structures. (Note that Z = Z w .)
The modules E q Z = H q (π; Z[π]) with q ≤ 3 shall recur throughout this paper. In particular, E 0 Z ∼ = Z w if π is finite and is 0 otherwise, while E 1 Z reflects the number of ends of π. It is 0 if π is finite or has one end, infinite cyclic if π has two ends (i.e., is virtually infinite cyclic) and is free abelian of infinite rank otherwise. Lemma 1. Let M be a Z[π]-module with a finite resolution of length n and such that E i M = 0 for i < n. Then Aut(M ) ∼ = Aut(E n M ).
Proof. Since E i M = 0 for i < n the dual of a resolution of length n for M is a finite resolution for E n M . Taking duals again recovers the original resolution, and so E n E n M ∼ = M . If f ∈ Aut(M ) it extends to an endomorphism of the resolution inducing an automorphism E n f of E n M . Taking duals again gives E n E n f = f . Thus f → E n f determines an isomorphism Aut(M ) ∼ = Aut(E n M ).
A group π is an n-dimensional duality group over Z if the augmentation Z[π] module Z has a finite projection resolution of length n, H i (π; Z[π]) = 0 for i < n and the dualizing module D = H n (π; Z[π]) is torsion free. (See Theorem VIII.10.1 of [8] .) Since D = E n Z, Lemma 1 then implies that Aut(D) = {±1}. Finitely generated free groups are duality groups of dimension 1. If π is finitely presentable and c.d.π = 2 then H 2 (π; Z[π]) is 0, Z or free abelian of (countably) infinite rank, by Proposition 13.7.12 of [18] . Hence π is a duality group of dimension 2 if and only if it has one end.
Let F (n) be the free group with basis {x 1 , . . . , x n }. The augmentation ideal of Z[F (n)] is freely generated by {x 1 − 1, . . . , x n − 1} as a left Z[F (n)]-module and so we may write w − 1 = Σ 1≤i≤n ∂w ∂x i (x i − 1), for w ∈ F (n). Since vw − 1 = v − 1 + v(w − 1), for all v, w ∈ F (µ), the Leibniz conditions ∂vw ∂x i = ∂v ∂x i + v ∂w ∂x i hold for all v, w ∈ F (µ) and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In particular, Now let π be a group with a finite presentation P = x 1 , . . . , x g |w 1 , . . . , w r ϕ , where ϕ : F (g) → π is an epimorphism with kernel the normal closure of {w 1 , . . . , w r }. Let def (P) = g − r be the deficiency and C(P) be the 2-complex corresponding to this presentation. Then χ(C(P)) = 1 − def (P). A choice of lifts of the qcells of C(P) to the universal cover C(P) determines a basis for C q ( C(P)) as a free left Z[π]-module. It is not hard to see that the differentials are given by ∂ 1 (c (See page 13 of [5] ). This sequence is short exact if A is torsion-free.
If A and B are abelian groups the inclusions into A ⊕ B induce a canonical splitting Γ W (A ⊕ B) ∼ = Γ W (A) ⊕ Γ W (B) ⊕ (A ⊗ B). Since Γ(Z) ∼ = Z it follows by a finite induction that if A ∼ = Z r then Γ W (Z r ) is finitely generated and free, and that s is injective. If A any free abelian group, every finitely generated subgroup of such a group lies in a finitely generated direct summand, and so Γ W (Z r ) is again free, and s is injective.
A w-hermitean pairing on a finitely generated Z Let Her w (M ) be the group of w-hermitean pairings on M . Let ev M (m)(n, n ) = n(m)n (m) for all m ∈ M and n, n ∈ M † . Then ev M (m)(n, n ) is quadratic in m and w-hermitean in n and n and ev M (gm) = w(g)ev M (m) for all g ∈ π and m ∈ M . Hence ev M determines a homomorphism
, where M M has the diagonal π-action, given by g(m n) = gm gn, for all g ∈ π and m, n ∈ M . Theorem 2. Let π be a group, w : π → Z × a homomorphism and M a finitely generated projective Z[π]-module. If Ker(w) has no element of order 2 then B M is surjective, while if there is no element g ∈ π of order 2 such that w(g) = −1 then B M is injective.
Proof. Since M is a free abelian group there is a short exact sequence
and Γ W (M ) is free as an abelian group. This is a sequence of Z[π]-modules and homomorphisms. Since M is projective, Z w ⊗ Z[π] M is also free as an abelian group. Hence the sequence
is also exact, since T or
. Then the composite of η M with the projection to 
, the typical element of M π M may be expressed in the form µ = Σ i≤j (r ij e i ) e j . For such an element B M (µ)(e * k , e * l ) = r kl , for k < l, and
is not even, and it follows easily that Ker(B M ) ≤ M π M . If B M (µ) = 0, for some µ = Σ i≤j (r ij e i ) e j , then r kl = 0, if k < l, and r ii +r ii = 0, for all i.
If π has no orientation reversing element of order 2 and B M (µ) = 0, where
, where F (i) is a finite subset of π, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Since ((g −ḡ)e i ) e i = 0 it follows easily that µ = Σ(r ii e i ) e i = 0. Hence B M is injective.
To show that B M is surjective when Ker(w) has no element of order 2 it shall suffice to assume that M has rank 1 or 2, since h is determined by the values
for all m, m ∈ M and n, n ∈ M † . Suppose first that M has rank 1. Since h 11 =h 11 and Ker(w) has no element of order 2 we may write h 11 = 2b + δ + Σ g∈F (g +ḡ), where b =b, δ = 1 or 0 and F is a finite subset of π. Let
Then B M (µ)(e * 1 , e * 1 ) = h 11 . If M has rank 2 and h 11 = h 22 = 0 let µ = ε w [h 12 e 1 , e 2 ]. Then B M (µ)(e * i , e * j ) = h ij . In each case B M (µ) = h, since each side of the equation is a w-hermitian pairing on M † . Now suppose that M is projective, and that P is a finitely generated projective complement to M , so that M ⊕ P ∼ = Z [π] r for some r ≥ 0. The inclusion of M into the direct sum induces a split monomorphism from
r ) which is clearly compatible with B M and B Z[π] r . We may extend an hermitian pairing
† and p, p ∈ P † . Clearly h 1 | M ×M = h and so this extension determines a split monomorphism from
, where θ M is the image of θ under the homomorphism induced by the projection from M ⊕ P onto M . Thus if B Z[π] r is a monomorphism or an epimorphism so is B M .
In particular, if π has no 2-torsion then B M is an isomorphism, for any projective Z[π]-module M . The restriction on 2-torsion is necessary, as can be seen by considering the group G = Z/2Z = g | g 2 with w trivial and h the pairing on
µ(m) and t(µ ⊗ e)(m) = µ(m)e, for all m ∈ M , µ ∈ M † and e ∈ E. If M is finitely generated and projective these functions are isomorphisms (of left Z[π]-modules and abelian groups, respectively). Let B M (γ) be the adjoint of
Lemma 3. Let M be a finitely generated projective Z[π]-module and θ : M → E be a Z[π]-module homomorphism. Let α θ (m, e) = (m, e + θ(m)) for all (m, e) ∈ Π = M ⊕ E, and let d :
(M, E) be the isomorphisms defined above. Then α θ is an automorphism of Π and
Proof. The homomorphism α θ is clearly an automorphism of Π which restricts to the identity on the summands E and M , and
for all m ∈ M. (See pages 13 and 14 of [5] .)
Since t is surjective we have θ = t(Σµ i ⊗ e i ), for some
, for all m ∈ M , and each side is Z-quadratic in m, we have
for all γ ∈ Γ W (M ).
postnikov stages
Let X be a based, connected cell complex with fundamental group π, and let p X : X → X be its universal covering projection and c X : X → K(π, 1) be the classifying map. Let f X,k : X → P k (X) be the k th stage of the Postnikov tower for X. We may construct P k (X) by adjoining cells of dimension at least k + 2 to kill the higher homotopy groups of X. The map f X,k is then given by the inclusion of X into P k (X), and is a (k +1)-connected map. In particular, P 1 (X) K = K(π, 1) and c X = f X,1 is the classifying map for the fundamental group π = π 1 (X).
Let E 0 (X) be the group of based homotopy classes of based self-homotopy equivalences of X, and E π (X) be the subgroup of classes which induce the identity on π.
If
(These may also be considered as π-equivariant homotopy classes of π-equivariant maps from K to L.) We may view L π (M, n) as the ex-K loop space ΩL π (M, n + 1), with section σ and projection
In particular, let k 1 (X) ∈ H 3 (π; π 2 (X) be the first k-invariant and f X = f X,2 be the second stage of the Postnikov tower for X. The algebraic 2-type [π, π 2 (X), k 1 (X)] and the Postnikov 2-stage determine each other, and
K with respect to composition. We shall use the following special case of a result of Tsukiyama [38] ; we give only the part that we need below.
We also see that
(by homotopy associativity of µ) and so
Therefore h φ is a homotopy equivalence for all φ ∈ H 2 (π; M ), and φ → h φ defines a homomorphism from H 2 (π; M ) to E π (L). The lift of h φ to the universal cover L is (non-equivariantly) homotopic to the identity, since the lift of c L is (non-equivariantly) homotopic to a constant map. Therefore h φ acts as the identity on M = π 2 (L).
The homomorphism h : φ → h φ is in fact an isomorphism onto the kernel of the action of E π (L) on M [38] , and the extension splits: [36] ).
Let Π = π 2 (X), and let hwz q : π q (X) = π q ( X) → H q ( X; Z) be the Hurewicz homomorphism in dimension q, for all q ≥ 2. The natural map from Π Π to Γ W (Π) is given by the Whitehead product [−, −], and there is a natural Whitehead exact sequence of left Z[π]-modules
where b X is the secondary boundary homomorphism, and k 2 ( X) is the second Postnikov invariant in H 4 (K(Π, 2); π 3 (X)) = Hom(Γ W (Π), π 3 (X)). (See [42] , and Chapters 1 and 2 of [5] . 
for all 2-cycles z ∈ C 2 and 2-cocyles c ∈ C 2 . This homomorphism sits in the evaluation exact sequence
(See Lemma 3.3 of [25] .) We assume henceforth that X is a P D 4 -complex, with orientation character w = w 1 (X). Then X is finitely dominated and X is homotopy equivalent to X o ∪ φ e 4 , where X o is a complex of dimension at most 3 and φ ∈ π 3 (X o ) [41] . In particular, π is finitely presentable. In [26] and [27] cellular decompositions were used to study the homotopy types of P D 4 -complexes. Here we shall rely more consistently on the dual Postnikov approach.
Lemma 5. If π is infinite the homotopy type of X is determined by P 3 (X).
Proof. If X and Y are two such P D 4 -complexes and h : P 3 (X) → P 3 (Y ) is a homotopy equivalence then hf X,3 is homotopic to a map g : X → Y . Since π is infinite H 4 ( X; Z) = H 4 ( Y ; Z) = 0. Since π i (g) is is an isomorphism for i ≤ 3 any liftg : X → Y is a homotopy equivalence, by the Hurwicz and Whitehead theorems, and so g is a homotopy equivalence.
This pairing is w-hermitian: λ(gu, hv) = gλ(u, v)h and λ(v, u) = λ(u, v) for all u, v ∈ H and g, h ∈ π. If X is a closed 4-manifold this pairing is equivalent under Poincaré duality to the equivariant intersection pairing on Π. (See page 82 of [35] .) Since λ(u, e) = 0 for all u ∈ H and e ∈ E = E 2 Z the pairing λ induces a pairing λ X :
The adjoint λ X is a monomorphism, since Ker(ev) = E. The P D 4 -complex X is strongly minimal if λ X = 0. In [6] it is shown that a P D 4 -complex X is determined by its algebraic 2-type (i.e., by P 2 (X)) together with f X * [X]. (The main step involves showing that if h :
Our goal is to show that under suitable conditions X is determined by the more accessible invariants encapsulated in the sextuple [π, w, w 2 (X), Π, k 1 (X), λ X ]. (This is the quadratic 2-type of X, as in [19] , enhanced by the Stiefel-Whitney classes.) If
The next lemma relates nonsingularity of λ X , projectivity of Π and H/E and conditions on E 2 Z and E 3 Z.
Lemma 6. Let X be a P D 4 -complex with fundamental group π, and let E = E 2 Z and H = H 2 (X; Z[π]). Then (1) λ X = 0 if and only if H = E; (2) if λ X is nonsingular and H/E is a projective
Proof. Let p : Π → Π/D(E) and q : H → H/E be the canonical epimorphisms. Poincaré duality induces an isomorphism γ : H/E ∼ = Π/D(E). It is straightforward to verify that p † (γ † ) −1 λ X q = ev, and (1) 
inducing an isometry of cohomology intersection pairings.
minimal models
) is a finitely generated projective Z[π]-module, and is an orthogonal direct summand of π 2 (X) with respect to the intersection pairing, by Theorem 5.2 of [41] . The P D 4 -complex X is order-minimal if every such map is a homotopy equivalence, i.e., if X is minimal with respect to the order determined by such maps. It is strongly minimal if λ X = 0, and is χ-minimal if χ(X) ≤ χ(Y ), for Y any P D 4 -complex with (π 1 (Y ), w 1 (Y )) ∼ = (π, w). We then let q(π, w) = χ(X). (The definition of "strongly minimal" used here may be broader than the one used in [27] , where we said that Z was strongly minimal if π 2 (Z) † = 0. The two definitions are equivalent if (E 2 Z) † = 0.) These three notions of minimality are equivalent if c.d.π ≤ 2, by Theorem 25 below. This is the case of greatest interest to us. However, we shall make some observations on the situation for more general fundamental groups.
If f : X → Z is a 2-connected degree-1 map and Z is strongly minimal then λ f = λ X . Strongly minimal P D 4 -complexes are clearly order-minimal. If Z is strongly minimal then the classifying map c Z induces isomorphisms
, and so Z is χ-minimal. It is not yet known whether every strongly minimal P D 4 -complex Z is χ-minimal.
If π satisfies the weak Bass conjecture and P is a nontrivial finitely generated
(See page 14 of [25] ). It follows that if π satisfies the weak Bass conjecture, f : X → Y is a 2-connected degree 1 map and χ(X) = χ(Y ) then f is a homotopy equivalence. Hence χ(X) minimal implies that X is order-minimal and every sequence of 2-connected degree 1 maps X → X 1 → X 2 → . . . eventually becomes a sequence of homotopy equivalences. The latter condition holds also if π 2 (X) is finitely generated as a Z[π]-module. In particular, if π ∼ = Z r and X is χ-minimal then X is order minimal. Moreover, X can only be strongly minimal if r = 1, 2 or 4.
A complex X which is order-minimal need not be strongly minimal or χ-minimal, as the following examples show. realizing the minimal Euler characteristic χ(P ) = 2 for this group. As projective Z[Z 3 ]-modules are free Z 3 satisfies the weak Bass Conjecture, and so P is orderminimal. However π 2 (P ) ∼ = Z[Z 3 ] ⊕ Ker(ε) (where ε is the augmentation), by Theorem 3.12 of [25] . Thus P is not strongly minimal.
It shall be useful to distinguish three "v 2 -types" of P D 4 -complexes:
(This trichotomy is due to Kreck, who formulated it in terms of Stiefel-Whitney classes of the stable normal bundle of a closed 4-manifold.) The refined v 2 -type (II and III) is given by the orbit of v 2 in H 2 (π; F 2 ) under the action of automorphisms of π which fix the orientation character.
A strongly minimal 4-manifold M must be of type II or III, since α * v 2 ( M ) is the normal Stiefel-Whitney class w 2 (ν α ), for α an immersion of S 2 in M with normal bundle ν α , and so
Is there a purely homotopy-theoretic argument showing that all strongly minimal P D 4 -complexes are of type II or III? (This is so if c.d.π = 2, by Theorem 25 below.)
The converse is false. For instance, the blowup of a ruled surface is of type I, but its minimal models are of type II or III. See §14 below.
existence of strongly minimal models
In this section we shall obtain a criterion for the existence of a strongly minimal model, as a consequence of the following theorem, which may be thought of as a converse to the 4-dimensional case of Wall's Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 8. Let X be a P D 4 -complex and K a finitely generated projective direct summand of
Proof. Suppose first that K is stably free and choose maps m i : 
t . Since the Hurewicz map is onto in degree 3 for 1-connected spaces (such as Y ) we may then attach t 4-cells to Y along maps whose Hurewicz images form a basis for
If K is not stably free then K ⊕ F ∼ = F , where F is free of countable rank, and we first construct Y by attaching countably many 2-and 3-cells to X, and then attach countably many 4-cells to Y to obtain Z as before.
The inclusion f : X → Z is 2-connected and Ker(
Comparison of the equivariant chain complexes for X and Z shows that
is an isomorphism for all j = 2 or 3, and
) is a monomorphism. the connecting homomorphism in the long exact sequence for the cohomology of (Z, X) with coefficients
This is also true when j = 2, for then
. Therefore Z is a P D 4 -complex with fundamental class [Z], f has degree 1 and
The main theorem of [23] includes a similar result, for X orientable and K a free module. (See also [26, 27] ).
Corollary 9. The P D 4 -complex X has a strongly minimal model if and only if H/E is a finitely generated projective Z[π]-module and λ X is nonsingular.
Proof. If f : X → Z is a 2-connected degree-1 map then K 2 (f ) is a finitely generated projective direct summand of Π, by Lemma 2.2 of [41] , and if Z is strongly minimal
† is also projective, and so the conditions are necessary. If they hold the construction of Theorem 8 gives a strongly minimal model for X.
The above conditions hold if Π
† is a finitely generated projective Z[π]-module and E 3 Z = 0. In particular, they hold if c.d.π ≤ 2, by an elementary argument using Schanuel's Lemma and duality. (See Theorem 25 below).
Proof. The first assertion follows easily from the fact that π 2 (f ) is an epimorphism with kernel K 2 (f ) a finitely generated projective direct summand of Π = π 2 (X) and the hypothesis
Under this interpretation it is clear that
The necessary condition (E 2 Z) † ∼ = E 3 Z is far from characterizing the groups π which are the fundamental groups of strongly minimal P D 4 -complexes. In Sections 9-14 we shall determine such groups within certain subclasses. In all cases considered, π has finitely many ends (i.e., E 1 Z is finitely generated) and E 3 Z = 0.
Lemma 11. Let Z be a P D 4 -complex, and let Z ρ be the covering space associated to a subgroup ρ of finite index in π = π 1 (Z). Then Z is strongly minimal if and only if Z ρ is strongly minimal.
The lemma follows from these observations.
reduction
The main result of this section implies that when a P D 4 -complex X has a strongly minimal model Z its homotopy type is determined by Z and λ X . Our present arguments require also that k 1 (Z) = 0, so that we may identify P 2 (X) and P 2 (Y ) with P = L π (Π, 2), and thus use results of [36] on realizing automorphisms by self homotopy equivalences.
)gh, for all such u, v and ξ.
Proof. As each side of the equation is linear in ξ and H 4 ((CP ∞ ) n ; Z) is generated by the images of homomorphisms induced by maps from CP ∞ or (CP ∞ ) 2 , it suffices to assume n = 1 or 2. Since moreover each side of the equation is bilinear in u and v we may reduce to the case G = 1. As these functions have integral values and
, for all x, y ∈ Π ∼ = Z 2 , we may reduce further to the case n = 1, which is easy.
Lemma 13. Let M be a finitely generated projective
Since M is the union of its finitely generated free abelian subgroups and homology commutes with direct limits there is an n > 0 and a map k :
Theorem 14. Let g X : X → Z and g Y : Y → Z be 2-connected degree-1 maps of P D 4 -complexes, and suppose that w = w 1 (Z) is trivial on elements of order 2 in
is projective and N = π 2 (Z), and we may identify M † with a direct summand of H 2 (X; Z[π]), by Lemma 2.2 of [41] . We may assume that the isomorphisms are chosen so that π 2 (g X ) and π 2 (g Y ) correspond to projection onto the second factor, and so that λ g Y = λ g X as pairings on M × M . We may also assume that M = 0, for otherwise g X and g Y are homotopy equivalences.
Let P = P 2 (X), and let g : P → P 2 (Z) be the map corresponding to [36] . After composing f Y with a self homotopy equivalence of P , if necessary, we may assume that g = g. The map g is a fibration with fibre K(M, 2), and the inclusion of N into Π = M ⊕ N determines a section s for g.
The splitting Π = M ⊕ N also determines a projection q :
. We may construct L by adjoining 3-cells to X to kill the kernel of projection from Π onto M and then adjoining higher dimensional cells to kill the higher homotopy.
† , by Lemma 13. Using the projection formula and identifying
is a retract of P comparison of the Cartan-Leray spectral sequences for the classifying maps c P and c P2(Z) shows that
Since π has no orientation reversing element of order 2 the homomorphism B M is injective, by Theorem 2, and therefore since
is surjective, and so we may choose a homomorphism θ :
, by Lemma 3. Let P (θ) be the corresponding self homotopy equivalence of P . Then gP (θ) = g and
There is then a map h : X → Y with f Y h = f X , by the argument of Lemma 1.3 of [19] . Let X + and Y + be the orientable covering spaces corresponding to Ker(w). Then h lifts to a map h + :
Since M is projective and nonzero
, and so h + has degree 1, by Poincaré duality with coefficients Z. Hence h + is a homotopy equivalence, and therefore so is h.
The argument for Theorem 14 breaks down when π = Z/2Z and w is nontrivial, for then
is no longer injective, and the intersection pairing is no longer a complete invariant [20] . Thus the condition on 2-torsion is in general necessary.
Can the hypothesis k 1 (X) = k 1 (Y ) = 0 be relaxed or dropped completely? If E 3 Z = 0 then we may identify k 1 (X) and k 1 (Y ), by Lemma 10.
Corollary 15. If X has a strongly minimal model Z, π has no 2-torsion and k 1 (X) = 0 the homotopy type of X is determined by Z and λ X .
is trivial on elements of order 2 in π 1 (Z) and k 1 (X) = 0 then X is homotopy equivalent to M #Z with M 1-connected if and only if λ g is extended from a nonsingular pairing over Z.
The result of [23] assumes that X is orientable, π is infinite and either E 2 Z = 0 or π acts trivially on π 2 (Z). (Since π is infinite the latter condition implies that Z is strongly minimal.) Corollary 17. Let π be a finitely presentable group with no 2-torsion and such that E 2 Z = E 3 Z = 0, and let w : π → Z × be a homomorphism. Then two P D 4 -complexes X and Y with fundamental group π, w 1 (X) = c * Proof. The hypotheses imply that X and Y have strongly minimal models Z X and Z Y with π 2 (Z X ) = π 2 (Z Y ) = 0, and hence P 2 (Z X ) P 2 (Z Y ) K(π, 1). Moreover H 3 (π; Π) = 0, since E 3 Z = 0, and so the result follows by the argument of Theorem 14.
In particular, Z X Z Y . If π also has one end then the minimal model is aspherical. See Theorem 23 below.
realization of pairings
In this short section we shall show that if Z is a strongly minimal P D 4 -complex and Ker(w) has no element of order 2 every nonsingular w-hermitean pairing on a finitely generated projective Z[π]-module is realized as λ X for some P D 4 -complex X with minimal model Z. This is an immediate consequence of the following stronger result.
Theorem 18. Let Z be a P D 4 -complex with fundamental group π and let w = w 1 (Z). Assume that Ker(w) has no element of order 2. Let N be a finitely generated projective Z[π]-module and Λ be a nonsingular w-hermitean pairing on N † . Then there is a P D 4 -complex X and a 2-connected degree-1 map f : X → Z such that λ f ∼ = Λ. 
, and so there is a retraction q : X o → Z o . Let p : Π = π 2 (X o ) → N be the projection with kernel Im(π 2 (i)), and let j : X o → L = L π (N, 2) be the corresponding map. Then π 2 (ji) = 0 and so ji factors through K(π, 1). The map B N :
The retraction q extends to a map f : X → Z. Comparison of the exact sequences for these pairs shows that f induces isomorphisms on homology and cohomology in degrees = 2. In particular,
for all cohomology classes α on Z, by the projection formula. Therefore cap product with [X] induces the Poincaré duality isomorphisms for Z in degrees other than 2. As it induces an isomorphism
, by the assumption on Λ, X φ is a P D 4 -complex with λ X ∼ = Λ.
semidirect products and mapping tori
The cases with fundamental group a free group are well-understood [26] . The second class of groups for which the minimal models are known are the semidirect products ν α Z with ν finitely presentable.
Theorem 19. Let ν be a finitely presentable group and let X be a finite P D 4 -complex with π 1 (X) ∼ = π = ν α Z, for some automorphism α of ν. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) X is the mapping torus of a self homotopy equivalence of a P D 3 -complex N with π 1 (N ) = ν; (2) X is strongly minimal; (3) χ(X) = 0.
Proof. Let X ν be the covering space of X corresponding to ν. Then X ν is the homotopy fibre of a map from X to S 1 which corresponds to the projection of π onto Z, and H q (X ν ; k) = 0 for q > 3 and all coefficients k. The LHS spectral sequence gives an isomorphism
Since ν is finitely presentable it is accessible, and hence
is finitely generated as a right Z[ν]-module. (See Theorems VI.6.3 and IV.7.5 of [13] .)
Suppose first that X is the mapping torus of a self homotopy equivalence of a
is finite for all q, and so χ(X) = 0, by a Wang sequence argument applied to the fibration X ν → X → S 1 . If χ(X) = 0 then X is a mapping torus of a self homotopy equivalence of a P D 3 -complex N with π 1 (N ) = ν. (See Chapter 4 of [25] .)
The condition that ν be the fundamental group of a P D 3 -complex is quite restrictive. Mapping tori of self homotopy equivalences of P D 3 -complexes are always strongly minimal, but other P D 4 -complexes with such groups may have no strongly minimal model. (See §5 above for an example with π = Z 4 .) The latter problem does not arise if ν = F (s) is a finitely generated free group. Theorem 20. Let π = F (s) α Z, where s > 0, and let w : π → Z × be a homomorphism. Then the strongly minimal P D 4 -complexes X with π 1 (X) ∼ = π and w 1 (X) = c * X w are homotopy equivalent to mapping tori, and their homotopy types may be distinguished by classes in H 2 (π; F 2 ).
There is a natural representation of Aut(F (s)) by isotopy classes of based homeomorphisms of N , and the group of based self homotopy equivalences E 0 (N ) is a semidirect product D Aut (F (s) ), where D is generated by Dehn twists about nonseparating 2-spheres. We may identify D with (Z/2Z) s = H 1 (F (s); F 2 ), and then E 0 (N ) = (Z/2Z) s Aut(F (s)), with the natural action of Aut(F (s)) [24] . Thus a strongly minimal P D 4 -complexX with π 1 (X) ∼ = π. is homotopic to the mapping torus M (f ) of a based self-homeomorphism f of such an N , with w 1 (N ) = w| F (s) , and f has image (d, α) in E 0 (N ). Let δ(f ) be the image of
for some e ∈ D. Hence (d, α) and (d , α) are conjugate, and so M (g) M (f ), since two such mapping tori are orientation-preserving homeomorphic if the homotopy classes of the defining self-homeomorphisms are conjugate in E 0 (N ), by [24] .
In fact the detecting class is the refined v 2 -type. If π = F (s) α Z (with s > 0) then π has one end and c.d.π = 2. This broader class of groups is the focus of the final third of this paper. In Theorem 25 and its Corollary it is shown that all strongly minimal P D 4 -complexes X with π 1 (X) = π such a group and w 1 (X) = w have the same Postnikov 2-stage L = P 2 (X), all have v 2 -type II or III, and that there is such a P D 4 -complex X with v 2 (X) = V , for every V ∈ H 2 (π; F 2 ). In Theorem 36 it is shown that the orbits of the possible k-invariants in H 4 (L; Γ W (Π)) under the actions of E 0 (L) and Aut(Γ W (Π)) correspond bijectively to the orbits of the action of Aut(π) on H 2 (π; F 2 ), provided a technical algebraic condition holds.
is also the mapping torus of an orientation reversing self homeomorphism of S 2 ×S 1 . It is a remarkable fact that if π = F (s) α Z, s > 1 and β 1 (π) ≥ 2 then π is such a semidirect product for infinitely many distinct values of s [9] . However this does not affect our present considerations.
strongly minimal models with π finite
If π is finite or has two ends then Proof. The condition is clearly necessary. Conversely, we may assume that X = X o ∪ e 4 is obtained by attaching a single 4-cell to a 3-complex X o , by Lemma 2.9 of [41] . The map c X : X → RP ∞ = K(Z/2Z, 1) factors through a map f : X → RP 4 , and w = f * w 1 (RP 4 ), since w = 0. The degree of f is well-defined up to sign, and is odd since w 4 = 0. We may arrange that f is a degree-1 map, after modifying f on a disc, if necessary. [17] ). Nonorientable topological 4-manifolds with fundamental group Z/2Z are classified up to homeomorphism in [20] , and it is shown there that the homotopy types are determined by the Euler characteristic, w 4 , the v 2 -type and an Arf invariant (for v 2 -type III). The authors remark that their methods show that λ X together with a quadratic enhancement q : Π → Z/4Z due to [30] is also a complete invariant for the homotopy type of such a manifold.
strongly minimal models with π two-ended
If π has two ends and π 2 (Z) = 0 then π is an extension of Z or the infinite dihedral group D ∞ = Z/2Z * Z/2Z by a finite normal subgroup F and Z S 3 . Finite subgroups of π have cohomological period dividing 4 and act trivially on π 3 (Z) ∼ = H 3 (Z; Z[π]), while the action u : π → {±1} = Aut(π 3 (Z)) induces the usual action of π/F on H 4 (F ; Z). The action u and the orientation character w 1 (Z) determine each other, and every such group π and action u is realized by some P D 4 -complex Z with π 2 (Z) = 0. The homotopy type of Z is determined by π, u and the first nontrivial k-invariant in H 4 (π; Z u ). (See Chapter 11 of [25] .) We shall use Farrell cohomology to show that any P D 4 -complex X with π 1 (X) ∼ = π satisfying corresponding conditions has a strongly minimal model. We refer to the final chaper of [8] for more information on Farrell cohomology.
It is convenient to use the following notation. If R is a noetherian ring and M is a finitely generated R-module let Ω 1 M = Ker(φ), where φ : R n → M is any epimorphism, and define Ω k M for k > 1 by iteration, so that
We shall say that two finitely generated R-modules M 1 and M 2 are projectively equivalent (M 1 M 2 ) if they are isomorphic up to direct sums with a finitely generated projective module. Then these "syzygy modules" Ω k M are finitely generated, and are well-defined up to projective equivalence, by Schanuel's Lemma.
Theorem 22. Let X be a P D 4 -complex such that π = π 1 (X) has two ends. Then X has a strongly minimal model if and only if π and the action u of π on H 3 (X; Z[π]) ∼ = Z are realized by some P D 4 -complex Z with π 2 (Z) = 0, and then Z is determined by X.
Proof. If π 2 (Z) = 0 then Z S 3 , by Poincaré duality and the Hurewicz and Whitehead Theorems, and the conditions on π are necessary, by Theorem 11.1 and Lemma 11.3 of [25] .
Conversely, since π is virtually infinite cyclic the condition imples that the Farrell cohomology of π has period dividing 4 [15] . The chain complex C * for X gives rise to four exact sequences:
We may assume that C * is a complex of finitely generated Z[π]-modules. Then the modules B 2 , Z 2 Z 3 and Π are finitely generated, since Z[π] is noetherian. It is clear that
The standard construction of a resolution of the middle term of a short exact sequence from resolutions of its extremes, applied to the third sequence, gives a projective equivalence
The corresponding sequences for a strongly minimal complex with the same group π and action u give an equivalence
(This is in turn equivalent to Ω 1 Z, by periodicity.) Together these equivalences give (Π, −) commutes with direct limits and so is 0, for all r > 3. Therefore Π has finite projective dimension, by Theorem X.5.3 of [8] . There is a Universal Coefficient Spectral Sequence
Here E pq 2 = 0 unless p = 0, 2 or 3, and E Since Π also has finite projective dimension it is projective. Hence X has a strongly minimal model, by Theorem 8.
As in Lemma 10, the first nontrivial k-invariant of the minimal model Z may be identified with the class κ in
Since the homotopy type of Z is determined by π, u and κ the final assertion follows.
Thus for instance, an orientable P D 4 -complex with fundamental group D ∞ does not have a strongly minimal model.
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. Strongly minimal models with π one-ended and π 2 = 0 Let Z be a P D 4 -complex with π 2 (Z) = 0. Then Z is strongly minimal and
If moreover π has one end then Z is contractible and so π must be a P D 4 -group and Z K(π, 1). (Conversely an aspherical P D 4 -complex is clearly strongly minimal).
Theorem 23. Let X be a P D 4 -complex whose fundamental group π is a P D 4 -group, and let Π = π 2 (X). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) X has a strongly minimal model; (2) w 1 (X) = c * X w 1 (π) and c X is a degree-1 map; (3) Π is a projective Z[π]-module; (4) w 1 (X) = c * X w 1 (π) and k 1 (X) = 0. Proof. The P D 4 -complex K = K(π, 1) is the unique strongly minimal complex with fundamental group π, and any 2-connected degree-1 map f : X → K is homotopic to c X (up to composition with a self homotopy equivalence of K). Thus (1) ⇔ (2). If c X is a degree-1 map then Π = Ker(π 2 (c X )) is projective [41] , and so (2) ⇒ (3). If Π is projective the Universal Coefficient spectral sequence gives an isomorphism c *
, and so w 1 (X) = c * X w 1 (π), since the right module structures on these modules are given by the orientation characters. The w-twisted augmentation induces isomorphisms
Kronecker duality for X and π now show that c X is a degree-1 map, so (3) ⇒ (2).
The implication (3) → (4) is immediate, as H q (π; P ) = 0 for any projective module P and q = 4. Hence k 1 (X) lies in a trivial group. Suppose (4) holds. We may assume that K = K o ∪ e 4 and X = X o ∪ e 4 , where K o and X o are 3-complexes. Since k 1 (X) = 0 the map c P : P = P 2 (X) → K has a section s. The restriction s| Ko factors through X o , by cellular approximation, since This corollary and the equivalence of (2) and (4) in the Theorem are from [10] . (It is assumed there that X and π are orientable.) Theorems 23 and 14 give an alternative proof of the main result of [10] , namely that a P D 4 -complex X with fundamental group π a P D 4 -group and w 1 (X) = w 1 (π) is homotopy equivalent to M #K(π, 1) with M 1-connected if and only if k 1 (X) = 0 and λ X is extended from a nonsingular pairing over Z.
Connected sums of complexes with π 2 = 0 again have π 2 = 0, and the fundamental groups of such connected sums usually have infinitely many ends. If Z is such a complex Poincaré duality gives π 3 (Z) ∼ = E 1 Z, and the homotopy type of Z is determined by π, w and the first nontrivial k-invariant, which is now in H 4 (π; π 3 (Z)). The most interesting special case is when π is a nonabelian free group.
If Z is strongly minimal and E 2 Z is finitely generated but not 0 then E 2 Z is infinite cyclic [7] and the kernel κ of the natural action of π on π 2 (Z) ∼ = Z is a P D 2 -group, by Theorem 10.1 of [25] . Thus π is either a P D 2 -group or is a semidirect product κ (Z/2Z). (In particular, π has one end). The argument of Theorem 22 can be adapted to show that any P D 4 -complex with such a fundamental group has a strongly minimal model.
groups of cohomological dimension ≤ 2
Suppose now that π is finitely presentable and c.d.π ≤ 2. In this case we may drop the qualification "strongly", by the following theorem.
Theorem 25. Let X be a P D 4 -complex with fundamental group π such that c.d.π ≤ 2, and let w = w 1 (X).
where D * is a projective resolution of Z, P [2] is a finitely generated projective module P concentrated in degree 2 and D 4− * is the conjugate dual of D * , shifted to terminate in degree 2; (2) Π = π 2 (X) ∼ = P ⊕ E 2 Z; (3) χ(X) ≥ 2χ(π), with equality if and only if P = 0;
, and the homotopy type of X is determined by π, Π, π 3 (X) and the orbit of k 2 (X) ∈ H 4 (L; π 3 (X)) under the actions of E 0 (L) and Aut π (π 3 (X)).
If X is minimal then it has v 2 -type II or III, i.e., v 2 (X) = c * X V for some V ∈ H 2 (π; F 2 ). Every such class V is realized by some minimal P D 4 -complex Z with π 1 (Z) ∼ = π and w 1 (Z) = c * Z w.
Proof. Let C * = C * (X; Z[π]), and let D * be the chain complex with
is a resolution of the augmentation module. Since c.d.π ≤ 2 and D 0 and D 1 are free modules D 2 is projective, by Schanuel's Lemma. Therefore the epimorphism from C 2 to D 2 splits, and so C * is a direct sum C * ∼ = D * ⊕ (C/D) * . Since X is a P D 4 -complex C * is chain homotopy equivalent to C 4− * . The first two assertions follow easily.
On taking homology with simple coefficients Q, we see that χ(X) = 2χ(π) + dim Q Q ⊗ π P . Hence χ(X) ≥ 2χ(π). Since π satisfies the Weak Bass conjecture [14] and P is projective P = 0 if and only if dim
Hence the next assertion follows from Lemma 5, since these invariants determine P 3 (X).
Suppose now that X is minimal, and let H = c * X H 2 (π; F 2 ). Then H ∪ H = 0, since c.d.π = 2. In particular, v 2 (X) ∪ h = h ∪ h = 0 for all h ∈ H. Since X is minimal, χ(X) = 2χ(π), and so dim H 2 (π; F 2 ) = 2 dim H. Therefore v 2 (X) ∈ H, by the nonsingularity of Poincaré duality.
We may use a presentation P = x 1 , . . . , x g |w 1 , . . . , w r for π as a pattern for constructing a 5-dimensional handlebody D 5 ∪ gh 1 ∪ rh 2 C(P), but we refine the construction by taking non-orientable 1-handles for generators x with w(x) = 0 and using w 2 = V + w 2 to twist the framings of the 2-handles corresponding to the relators. Let M be the boundary of the resulting 5-manifold. Then π 1 (M ) ∼ = π, w 1 (M ) = c * M w and v 2 (M ) = c * M V . Since E 3 Z = 0 the pairing λ M is nonsingular, by part (4) of Lemma 6. Hence M has a strongly minimal model Z, by Corollary 9. Since c M factors through c Z via a 2-connected degree-1 map, Z has the required properties.
Thus "χ-minimal", "order-minimal" and "strongly minimal" are equivalent, when c.d.π ≤ 2.
It remains unknown whether every finitely presentable group π with c.d.π = 2 has a finite 2-dimensional K(π, 1)-complex. We shall write g.d.π = 2 if this is so. The argument for realizing V is taken from [21] , where it is shown that if C(P) is aspherical then the manifold M is itself strongly minimal.
Corollary 26. Let π be a finitely presentable group with one end and c.d.π = 2. Then the homotopy type of a minimal P D 4 -complex X with π 1 (X) ∼ = π is determined by π, w 1 (X) and the orbit of k 2 (X) ∈ H 4 (L; π 3 (X)) under the actions of E 0 (L) and Aut π (π 3 (X)).
Proof. Since X is minimal, Π = E 2 Z, and since π has one end H 3 ( X; Z) = 0. Hence Π and π 3 (X) = Γ W (Π) are determined by π and w 1 (X).
We expect that the orbit of the k-invariant is detected by the refined v 2 -type, but have only proven this in some special cases. Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 14, while the second assertion follows from Theorem 18.
If r > 1 the free group F (r) has infinitely many ends, while E 2 Z = 0. This case is well-understood. The minimal models are the manifolds
, and thus are determined by r and w [26] .
The group π is a P D 2 -group if and only if E 2 Z is infinite cyclic [7] ; otherwise E 2 Z is not finitely generated. The strongly minimal P D 4 -complexes with fundamental group a P D 2 -group are the total spaces of S 2 -bundles over aspherical closed surfaces, by Theorem 5.10 of [25] . (This was first shown for the cases with X and π orientable and w 2 (X) = 0, in [11] , using cellular obstruction theory.) We shall review this case in the next section.
If c.d.π = 2 and π ∼ = ν Z, with ν finitely presentable, then π has one end and ν ∼ = F (r) for some r > 0. The strongly minimal P D 4 -complexes with such fundamental groups π ∼ = F (r) Z are mapping tori of self homeomorphisms of
, by Theorem 4.5 of [25] . If c.d.π = 2 and π is solvable then π ∼ = Z * m , a Baumslag-Solitar group which is an ascending HNN extension. We shall show that if m is even and the orientation character is trivial there is an unique minimal model.
For the rest of this paper we shall assume that π is a finitely presentable, 2-dimensional duality group (i.e., π has one end and c.d.π = 2).
P D 2 -groups
The case of most natural interest is when π is a P D 2 -group, i.e., is the fundamental group of an aspherical closed surface F . If Z is the minimal model for such a P D 4 -complex X then Π = π 2 (Z) and Γ W (Π) are infinite cyclic, and Z is homotopy equivalent to the total space of a S 2 -bundle over a closed aspherical surface. (The action u : π → Aut(Π) is given by u(g) = w 1 (π)(g)w(g) for all g ∈ π, by Lemma 10.3 of [25] , while the induced action on Γ W (Π) is trivial.) There are two minimal models for each pair (π, w), distinguished by their v 2 -type. This follows easily from the fact that the inclusion of O(3) into the monoid of self-homotopy equivalences E(S 2 ) induces a bijection on components and an isomorphism on fundamental groups. (See Lemma 5.9 of [25] .) It is instructive to consider this case from the point of view of k-invariants also, as we shall extend the argument of this section to other groups in Theorem 36 below.
Suppose first that π acts trivially on Π. Then L K × CP ∞ . Fix generators t, x, η and z for H 2 (π; Z), Π, Γ W (Π) and H 2 (CP ∞ ; Z) = Hom(Π, Z), respectively, such that z(x) = 1 and 2η = [x, x]. (These groups are all infinite cyclic, but we should be careful to distinguish the generators, as the Whitehead product pairing of Π with itself into Γ W (Π) is not the pairing given by multiplication.) Let t, z denote also the generators of H 2 (L; Z) induced by the projections to K and CP ∞ , respectively. Then H 2 (π; Π) is generated by t⊗x, while H 4 (L; Γ W (Π)) is generated by tz ⊗ η and z 2 ⊗ η. (Note that t has order 2 if w 1 (π) = 0.)
Proof. Let h : CP ∞ → K(Z, 4) be the fibration with homotopy fibre P 3 (S 2 ) corresponding to k 2 (S 2 ). Since P 3 (S 2 ) may be obtained by adjoining cells of dimension ≥ 5 to S 2 we see that H 4 (P 3 (S 2 ); Z) = 0. It follows from the spectral sequence of the fibration that h * maps H 4 (K(Z, 4); Z) onto H 4 (CP ∞ ; Z), and so
There are thus two possible E 0 (L)-orbits of k-invariants, and each is in fact realized by the total space of an S 2 -bundle over the surface K. If the action u is nontrivial these calculations go through essentially unchanged with coefficients F 2 instead of Z. There are again two possible E π (L)-orbits of k-invariants, and each is realized by an S 2 -bundle space. In all cases the orbits of k-invariants correspond to the elements of H 2 (π; If X is not minimal and v 2 ( X) = 0 then the minimal model Z is not uniquely determined by X. Nevertheless we have the following results.
Theorem 29. Let E be the total space of an S 2 -bundle over an aspherical closed surface F , and let X be a P D 4 -complex with π 1 (X) ∼ = π = π 1 (F ). Then there is a 2-connected degree-1 map h : X → E such that c E = c X h if and only if (c *
Proof. See Theorem 10.17 of [25] . This is consistent with Lemma 7, for if v 2 (X) = 0 then ξ 2 = 0 and v 2 (E) = 0, while if v 2 (X) = τ then ξ 2 = 0, and thus v 2 (E) = 0 also. If w 1 (X) = c * X w, where w = w 1 (π), and v 2 (X) = 0 then E must be F × S 2 , and we may construct a degree-1 map as follows. Let Ω generate H 2 (π; Z w ) and let
X Ω) for some k, and we may replace x by x = x − kc * X Ω to obtain a class with square 0. Such a class may be realized by a map d : X → S 2 , by Theorem 8.4.11 of [37] , and we may set h = (c X , d) :
Theorem 30. The homotopy type of a P D 4 -complex X with π = π 1 (X) a P D 2 -group is determined by π, w 1 (X), λ X and the v 2 -type. On the other hand, if v 2 (X) = 0 or τ then there is a ξ ∈ H 2 (X; F 2 ) such that ξ ∪ (tau − v 2 (X)) = 0 but ξ ∪ τ = 0. Hence ξ 2 = ξ ∪ τ = 0, and so X also has a minimal model E with v 2 (E) = 0.
In particular, if C is a smooth projective complex curve of genus ≥ 1 and X = (C × CP 1 )#CP 2 is a blowup of the ruled surface C × CP 1 = C × S 2 then each of the two orientable S 2 -bundles over C is a minimal model for X. In this case they are also minimal models in the sense of complex surface theory. (See Chapter VI of [2] .) Many of the other minimal complex surfaces in the Enriques-Kodaira classification are aspherical, and hence strongly minimal in our sense. However 1-connected complex surfaces are never minimal in our sense, since S 4 is the unique minimal 1-connected P D 4 -complex and S 4 has no complex structure, by a classical result of Wu. (See Proposition IV.7.3 of [2] .)
cup products
In Theorem 36 below we shall use a "cup-product" argument to relate cohomology in degrees 2 and 4. Let G be a group and let Γ = Z[G]. Let C * and D * be chain complexes of left Γ-modules and A and B left Γ-modules. Using the diagonal homomorphism from G to G × G we may define internal products
where the tensor products of Γ-modules taken over Z have the diagonal G-action.
(See Chapter XI. §4 of [12] .) If C * and D * are resolutions of C and D, respectively, we get pairings
. When A = B = D, C = Z and q = 0 we get pairings
for some space S with π 1 (S) ∼ = G composing with an equivariant diagonal approximation gives pairings
These pairings are compatible with the universal coefficient spectral sequences Ext A) ), etc. We shall call these pairings "cup products", and use the symbol ∪ to express their values.
We wish to show that if π is a finitely presentable, 2-dimensional duality group then cup product with id Π gives an isomorphism
The next lemma shows that these groups are isomorphic; we state it in greater generality than we need, in order to clarify the hypotheses on the group.
Lemma 31. Let G be a group for which the augmentation (left) module Z has a finite projective resolution P * of length n, and such that H j (G; Γ) = 0 for j < n. Let D = H n (G; Γ), w : G → Z × be a homomorphism and A be a left Γ-module. Then there are natural isomorphisms
Hence there is an isomorphism
Proof. We may assume that P 0 = Γ. Let Q j = Hom Γ (P n−j , Γ) and
. This gives a resolution Q * for D by finitely generated projective right modules, with Q n = Γ. There are natural isomorphisms Hom Γ (Q j , Γ) ∼ = P n−j , since the P i s are finitely generated projective modules. If P is a finitely generated projective left Γ-module let A P A : Hom Γ (P, Γ) ⊗ Γ A → Hom Γ (P, A) be the natural isomorphism of abelian groups given by A P A (q ⊗ Γ a)(p) = q(p)a for all a ∈ A, p ∈ P and q ∈ Hom Γ (P, Γ). Then A P * A and A Q * A induce isomorphisms of chain complexes Q * ⊗ Γ A → Hom Γ (P n− * , A), and P * ⊗ Γ A → Hom Γ (Q n− * , A), respectively, from which the first two isomorphisms follow.
The final assertion follows since
If D is Z-torsion free then G is a duality group of dimension n, with dualizing module D. (See Theorem VIII.10.1 of [8] .) It is not known whether all the groups considered in the lemma are duality groups, even when n = 2. In particular, it shall suffice to consider the orientable cases. Let η : Q 0 → D be the canonical epimorphism, and let
There is a chain homotopy equivalence j * : Q * → P * ⊗ Q * , since P * is a resolution of Z. Given such a chain homotopy equivalence,
where 1 * is the canonical generator of Q n , defined by 1
Theorem 33. Let G be a finitely presentable, 2-dimensional duality group, and let w : G → Z × be a homomorphism. Then c 2 G,w is an isomorphism. Proof. Note first that G satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 31, with n = 2. Let P = X | R ϕ be a finite presentation for G. (We shall suppress the defining epimorphism ϕ : F (X) → G where possible.) After introducing new generators x and relators x x, if necessary, we may assume that each relator is a product of distinct generators, with all the exponents positive. The new presentation P has the same deficiency as P. We may also assume that w = 1, by Lemma 32.
The free differential calculus gives an exact sequence , for r ∈ R and x ∈ X. Moreover, P 3 is projective and ∂ 3 is a split monomorphism, since c.d.G = 2.
Suppose first that the 2-complex C(P) associated to the presentation is aspherical. (This assumption is not affected by our normalization of the presentations, for if C(P) is aspherical then G is efficient, and χ(C(P )) = def (P ) = χ(C(P)). Hence C(P ) is also aspherical, by Theorem 2.8 of [25] .) Then P 3 = 0 and the above sequence is a free resolution of Z. The modules Q 0 and Q 1 have dual bases {q 
(We do not need formulae for the higher degree terms.) Then
r )] = 0, and so ∂j 1 = j 0 ∂. Similarly,
It shall clearly suffice to show that the summand corresponding to each relator r is 0. After our normalization of the presentation, we may assume that r = x 1 . . . x m for some distinct x 1 , . . . , x m ∈ X. Let r i = r xi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then r i = x 1 . . . x i−1 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, so r i x i = r i+1 if i < m and r m x m = r = 1 in G. Moreover, ∂ri ∂y = r j if y = x j , for some 1 ≤ j < i, and is 0 otherwise. Let S i,j = r
m S m,j = S 1,j , for all j ≤ m, and so the summand corresponding to the relator r in ∂j 2 (1
This sum collapses to 0, and so ∂j 2 = j 1 ∂. We then have
, and so c 2 G,w is an isomorphism. If C(P) is not aspherical we modify the definition of the dual complex Q * by setting Q 1 = Hom Γ (P 1 , Γ) ⊕ Hom Γ (P 3 , Γ) and extending the differential by s † , where s∂ 3 = id P3 . Let f : P † 3 → Γ s be a split monomorphism, with left inverse g : Γ s → P † 3 . Fix a basis {e 1 , . . . , e s } for Γ s , and define a homomorphism h : Γ → Γ ⊗ Γ s by h(e i ) = 1 ⊗ e i . Then we may extend j 1 by setting
In [29] we gave closed formulae for j 2 (1 * ) for some simple (un-normalized) presentations of groups of particular interest. We should have also given the appropriate form of j 1 explicitly, for there we used the relators to simplify the derivatives r x , which in general are sums of monomials Σ k ±r xk , and such simplifications affect the second derivatives
∂y . It is safer to calculate such derivatives in Z[F (X)] before using the relators to simplify their images in Γ.
Similar formulae show that c 1 F,w is an isomorphism for F free of finite rank r ≥ 1.
realizing k-invariants
It follows from the Whitehead sequence that
which is split by the homomorphism H 2 (σ; Π) induced by a section σ for c L , and
The right hand homomorphisms are the homomorphisms induced by p L , in each case. (There are similar exact sequences with coefficients any left
is an isomorphism its orbit under the action of Aut π (π 3 (X)) is unique. If π has one end the spectral sequence for p X : X → X gives isomorphisms Ext 
is an isomorphism, by the Whitehead sequence. The homotopy type of X is determined by π, w and the orbit of k 2 (X) under the actions of E 0 (L) and Aut(Γ W (Π)). We would like to find more explicit and accessible invariants that characterize such orbits. We would also like to know which kinvariants give rise to P D 4 -complexes.
Let P (k) denote the Postnikov 3-stage determined by k ∈ H 4 (L; Γ W (Π)).
Theorem 34. Let π be a finitely presentable, 2-dimensional duality group, and let w : π → Z × be a homomorphism. Let Π = E 2 Z and let k ∈ H 4 (L; Γ W (Π)). Then Proof. Let Y be a finitely dominated 4-complex with H 3 ( Y ; Z) = H 4 ( Y ; Z) = 0 and Postnikov 3-stage P (k). Since Y is finitely dominated it is homotopy equivalent to a 4-complex with finite 3-skeleton, and since P (k) may be constructed by adjoining cells of dimension at least 5 to Y we may assume that P (k) has finite 3-skeleton. The homomorphism p * L k is an isomorphism, by the exactness of the Whitehead sequence.
Suppose now that p * L k is an isomorphism and P (k) has finite 3-skeleton. Let P = P (k) [4] and let C * = C * ( P ) be the equivariant cellular chain complex for P . Then C q is finitely generated for q ≤ 3. Let B q ≤ Z q ≤ C q be the submodules of q-boundaries and q-cycles, respectively. Clearly H 1 (C * ) = 0 and H 2 (C * ) ∼ = Π, while H 3 (C * ) = 0, since p * L k is an isomorphism. Hence there are exact sequences
Schanuel's Lemma implies that B 1 is projective, since c.d.π = 2. Hence C 2 ∼ = B 1 ⊕ Z 2 and so Z 2 is finitely generated and projective. It then follows that B 3 is also finitely generated and projective, and so
After replacing P by P ∨ W , where W is a wedge of copies of S 3 , if necessary, we may assume that Z 4 = H 4 (P ; Z[π]) is free. Since Γ W (Π) ∼ = π 3 (P ) the Hurewicz homomorphism from π 4 (P ) to H 4 (P ; Z[π]) is onto. (See §3 of Chapter I of [5] .) We may then attach 5-cells along maps representing a basis to obtain a countable 5-complex Q with 3-skeleton Q [3] = P (k) [3] and with H q ( Q; Z) = 0 for q ≥ 3. The inclusion of P into P (k) extends to a 4-connected map from Q to P (k). Now C * ( Q) is chain homotopy equivalent to the complex obtained from C * by replacing C 4 by B 3 , which is a finite projective chain complex. It follows from the finiteness conditions of Wall that Q is homotopy equivalent to a finitely dominated complex Y of dimension ≤ 4 [40] . The homotopy type of Y is uniquely determined by the data, as in Lemma 2.
If π is of type F F then B 1 is stably free, by Schanuel's Lemma. Hence Z 2 is also stably free. Since dualizing a finite free resolution of Z gives a finite free resolution of Π = E 2 Z we see in turn that B 3 must be stably free, and so C * ( Y ) is chain homotopy equivalent to a finite free complex. Hence Y is homotopy equivalent to a finite 4-complex [40] .
Let D * and E * be the subcomplexes of C * corresponding to the above projective resolutions of Z and Π. (Thus D 0 = C 0 , D 1 = C 1 , D 2 = B 1 and D q = 0 for q = 0, 1, 2, while E 2 = Z 2 , E 3 = C 3 , E 4 = B 3 and E r = 0 for r = 2, 3, 4.)
induced by ε w is surjective, since Y is 4-dimensional, and therefore is an isomorphism. Hence − ∩ [Y ] induces isomorphisms in degrees other than 2. There remains also the question of characterizing the k-invariants corresponding to Postnikov 3-stages with finite 3-skeleton.
If π is either a semidirect product F (s) Z or the fundamental group of a Haken 3-manifold M then K 0 (Z[π]) = 0, i.e., projective Z[π]-modules are stably free [39] . (This is not yet known for all torsion-free one relator groups.) In such cases finitely dominated complexes are homotopy finite.
Stably free Z[Z 2 ]-modules are free [33] . However if π = Z×Z is the Klein bottle group then Γ = Z[Z×Z] has nonprincipal ideals J such that J ⊕ Γ ∼ = Γ 2 [1] , while "stably free implies free" is apparently not known for the the other P D 2 -groups.
orbits of the k-invariant
In this section we shall attempt to extend the argument sketched in §14 above for the case of P D 2 -groups to other finitely presentable, 2-dimensional duality groups. We believe that the hypothesis in Theorem 36 below on 2-torsion shall ultimately be seen to be unnecessary.
Lemma 35. Let π be a finitely presentable, 2-dimensional duality group, and let w : π → Z × be a homomorphism. Let Π = E 2 Z. Then there is an exact sequence
If Π π Π is 2-torsion-free this sequence is short exact.
Proof. Since π is finitely presentable Π is Z-torsion-free, by Proposition 13.7.1 of [18] , and so the natural map from Π Π to Γ W (Π) is injective. Applying
on the left in this sequence is the image of the 2-torsion group T or
Theorem 36. Let π be a finitely presentable, 2-dimensional duality group, and let w : π → Z × be a homomorphism. Let Π = E 2 Z. Assume that Z w ⊗ π Γ W (Π) is 2-torsion-free. Then the homotopy type of a minimal P D 4 -complex X with π 1 (X) ∼ = π and w 1 (X) = c * X w is determined by its refined v 2 -type. Proof. The homotopy type of a minimal P D 4 -complex X with π 1 (X) ∼ = π and w 1 (X) = c * X w is determined by k = k 2 (X) ∈ H 4 (L; Γ W (Π)), where Π = E 2 Z and L = L π (Π). This class is only well defined up to the actions of Aut(Γ W (Π)) and E 0 (L). Since p * L k = k 2 ( X) is an isomorphism, by part (1) of Theorem 34, we may assume that p * L k = id Γ W (Π) , after applying an automorphism of Γ W (Π). Since E 0 (L) ∼ = H 2 (π; Π) (Aut(Π) Aut(π)) and Aut(Π) = {±1} acts trivially on Γ W (Π), the main task is to consider the action of H 2 (π; Π). (We consider the action of Aut(π) in the final paragraph of the proof.) We shall show that this action is closely related to the cup product homomorphism c The work of [21] suggests the refined v 2 -type should suffice to complete the classification of minimal P D 4 -complexes, without the technical hypothesis on 2-torsion or the restriction that π have one end. If, moreover, g.d.π = 2 then every such minimal P D 4 -complex should be homotopy equivalent to a closed 4-manifold, by Theorem 25. Does Theorem 29 have an analogue for other 2-dimensional duality groups π? Let X and Z be P D 4 -complexes with fundamental group π, with Z minimal, and such that (c * X ) −1 w 1 (X) = (c * Z ) −1 w 1 (Z). Then [X, Z] K maps onto [X, P 3 (Z)] K , by cellular approximation, and fundamental group π and that there is an orientation preserving loop γ ⊂ X whose image in π/π generates a free direct summand. (For instance, there is such a loop if X is the total space of an S 2 -bundle over an aspherical closed surface F with β 1 (F ) > 1) . Then γ has a regular neighbourhood homeomorphic to N B , and we may identify these regular neighbourhoods to obtain N = M B ∪ S 1 ×D 3 X. The inclusion of g into π and the projection of π onto Z mapping g to 1 determines a monomorphism γ : Λ 
